01/Synth-Pop Melodics
Ableton 9 Instrument Rack
New and exlcusive to this release we’ve curated 101 one shots into bespoke bass, chord
and synth instrument racks for Ableton 9.7.7. Push-ready and compatible with Ableton
Standard and Suite, our instruments come complete with multiple FX patches to distort,
carve and process your melodics to perfectly complement your next synth-pop production.

Editing Tools

Description

Sample Select

Switch between one shots on the fly, key mapped and playable from C-2 to G8.

Filter

A 12-db low pass filter run to soften and clean your sound.

Intensity

Crank intensity and transform your sound. Adds drive, FM, spread, vibrato and pitch
envelope.

Pluck

Add some bite to your sound with some filter resonance and filter envelope. Use with
the Filter for maximum effect.

Slide

Add some portamento to your sound with our simple Slide control. Great for bass lines
and lead synths.

ADS Controls

Take control of your transients with Attack, Decay, Sustain and Release. The Decay
parameter affects the Pluck control.

Processing Tools Description
EV Filter

Add some movement and pluck with our Envelope filter rack to shape and contort
your sound.

Dirt

Add warmth and saturation with our advanced distortion rack.

Excite

Add a touch of sparkle and detail to your sound with Excite.

Clarity

Dial in some Clarity using this bespoke EQ and saturation rack, based on classic tube
EQs.

Deep Chorus

Stack 4 custom chorus modules to add width and classic chorus tone.

Lexicon

Based on a timeless classic, add instant dark hall reverb to your sound. EQ’d to work
perfectly on basses and leads.

Glucose

Squash, squeeze and beef up your sound with our Glucose compression module.

Please note: The above racks require Ableton Live 9.7.7 or newer. These racks are compatible with Ableton Live 9 Standard and Suite.
The fx racks can be found in the “ableton fx patches” folder. The adg instrument files are found in the Instrument Rack Project folders.

